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Lab Exercise: Open Source on IBM i 

Speaker Name: Erwin Earley 
(eearley@perforce.com) 

 

 

 

Introduction: 

Open Source Solutions (OSS) are in vogue for businesses large and small.  You might be surprised at the 
wealth of Open Source Solutions that are available to leverage directly on IBM i.  This workshop provides 
the opportunity to get your feet wet with OSS on IBM i.  The self-paced exercises introduces you to the 
PASE environment and allows you to become familiar with common commands, directory structures, 

and editors. 
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Section 1. Establishing an SSH connection to the lab system 

The first step is to establish an SSH connection to the lab system. 

__ 1. Use the credential and system information in the lab token to establish the ssh connection using 
an SSH client (typically PuTTY on Windows, ssh command on MacOS)  

 

If you are not familiar with PuTTY.  A shortcut to PuTTY has been placed on the desktop: 

 

 
 

After double-clicking on the shortcut, a PuTTY Configuration dialog box will be displayed: 

 

 
 

__ 2. Enter the system name in the ‘Host Name’ field and then select the <Open> button to start the 
ssh connection to the system.  

__ 3. When prompted, use the credentials from the lab token. 
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Note:   This connection will be used throughout the rest of this lab as well as the labs for days 2 and 3 of 
the workshop. 

Additional note, ssh should be used rather than QSH or CALL QP2TERM. 
 

 

Section 2. Understanding & Exploring the shell environment 

Upon successful login the user is placed in their home directory.   

 

__ 4. Use the pwd command to display the current working directory 

 

pwd 

 

Note that the system responds with /home/<user-name> 

 

Upon successful login, various ‘resource control’ files are read to setup the environment.  In the 
lab environment each user’s home directory has a .profiile that establishes the terminal type and 
execution search path. 

__ 5. Use the cat command to display the contents of the .profile: 

 

cat .profile 

 

Note that the system responds with the contents of the file: 

 

PATH=$PATH:/QOpenSys/pkgs/bin 

export PATH 

TERM=xterm 

export TERM 

 

The .profile is setting what are called environment variables.  The PATH environment variable 
indicates a set of directories that are checked, in order, when commands are entered.  The TERM 
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environment variable defines the terminal type which is important for several commands including 
editors which we will be looking at later in his lab. 

 

__ 6. The shell maintains a history of previous commands that have been executed.  The 'history' 
command can be used to display a list of those commands: 

 

history 

 

Note that the commands are shown preceded with a number.  Any command in the history list 
can be re-executed simply by entering ! followed by the number from the command history list. 

 

Additionally, previously executed commands can be recalled through use of the up-arrow key.  
This will allow you to scroll through the list of previously executed commands.  A command can 
be executed simply by pressing <ENTER> after the command has been recalled. 

 

__ 7. Another powerful feature of the bash shell is file-name completion.  File-name completion is 
accomplished by pressing the <TAB> key after entering a portion of a file-name, at this point the 
shell will complete as much of the name as possible while remaining unique.  If there are 
multiple names that match was has been entered, then pressing the <TAB> key twice will show 
those matches.  To see this is action try the following: 

type ls /QO  

Press <TAB> 

 

Notice that the shell completes /QOpenSys/ 

 

Now press <TAB> twice 

 

Notice that the shell provides a list of the items under /QOpenSys/ 

 

At this point simply press <ENTER> to execute the ls command. 
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Section 3. Introduction to the nano editor 

There are many editors available within the open source space including the venerable ‘vi’ and ‘nano’.  If 
you are familiar with ‘vi’ and wish to use it for the rest of the labs by all means, feel free to do so.  This 
portion of the lab will introduce the nano editor and a few key commands that are needed to work with 
the editor. 

 

__ 8. Enter the following command to change to your home directory: 

 

cd 

 

__ 9. Enter the following command to start the nano editor on a new file: 

 

nano testfile 

 

Notice that the nano editor is displayed: 

 

 
 

Notice that at the bottom of the nano screen are several control-key sequences with functions such as 
Exit, Read File, and Write Out associated with them.   
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You might be tempted to use the mouse to position the cursor as well as highlight portions of text – 
don’t!  The editor knows nothing about the mouse, instead the arrow keys will be used to position the 
cursor. 

 

__ 10. Enter some text into the file 

__ 11. Press the <CTRL><X> key sequence to attempt to exit the editor 

__ 12. Note that a message is displayed at the bottom prompting for saving of the modified buffer.  
Press ‘y’ to save the file. 

__ 13. Notice that a new message prompting for confirmation of the name of the file to be written is 
displayed.  Press <ENTER> to accept the file name which is the file name provided on the nano 
command in an earlier step. 

__ 14. Observe that the editor exits, and the bash prompt is re-displayed. 

 

A cheat sheet of commands for the nano editor can be found at: 

https://www.codexpedia.com/text-editor/nano-text-editor-command-cheatsheet/ 

 

Section 4. Introduction to the joe editor 

Another editor that is available in the open source space is the ‘joe’ editor.  This editor has been 
installed on the lab system.   

 

__ 15. Enter the following command to change to your home directory: 

 

cd 

 

__ 16. Enter the following command to start the joe editor on the file created in the previous section: 

 

joe testfile 

 

Notice that the file contents are displayed.  At this point you can enter new text or change the 
existing text.   

 

__ 17. To save the file use the following control-key sequence: 

 

^KX 
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A cheat sheet of commands for the joe editor can be found at: 

https://www.cheatography.com/elpedro/cheat-sheets/joes-own-editor/ 
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Module1: Files and File System Concepts 

 
This module explores a number of key features of files and the file system including file permissions, 
links, permissions, inodes and file movement. 

 

NOTE:  The file system being accessed from PASE is the Integrated File System. 

 

NOTE:  This portion of the lab should be executed from an ss terminal session in which you are logged 
in as the user from your lab token.   

 

Part 1: File Creation and Permissions 
 

Part 1: Reviewing File Creation Permissions 
 

First let’s take a look at the ‘umask’ settings.  Recall that umask is the set of permissions that is used 
whenever the user-process creates a new file.  To view the umask settings enter the command: 

 

umask –S 

 

The ‘-S’ option indicates that the file-permission mask should be displayed in human readable format: 

 

u=rwx,g=rx,o=rx 

 

The above (the current default file-permission mask) indicates that when files are created they will have 
read/write/execute for the user (owner) of the file, read/execute for members of the group that owns the 
file file, and read/execute for all other user’s who attempt to access the file.  To see how this works in 
practice, issue the following command: 

 

touch testfile2 

 

The ‘touch’ command is used to update the modification date/time of a file without actually changing 
the contents of the file.  It has the side benefit of creating a new file if the file indicated does not already 
exist. 

 

To view the permission string of the new file, issue the following command: 
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ls –l testfile2 

 

The resulted will be similar to: 

 

-rw-r—r--   1 common00  0  0 Nov 17 20:41 testfile2 

 

Notice that the permissions reflect the file-permission settings except for the execute setting.  This is due 
to the fact that the file is not an executable file. 

 

Part 2: Changing File Creation Permissions 
 

Now change the umask so that files created in the current session are only readable by yourself: 

 

umask 377 

 

Remember that the umask setting is determined by taking the octal representation of read/write/execute 
for user/group/world (i.e., 777) and subtracting the octal representation that is desired for new file 
creation (in this case 400 for –r-------). 

 

Create another new file with the touch command: 

 

touch testfile3 

 

And look at the file listing to validate that the umask change worked: 

 

ls –l testfile2 

 

-r--------   1 common00  0 0 Nov 17 20:43 testfile3 

 

Set the ‘umask’ back to the system default value: 

 

umask 022 
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Part 3: File Permissions for Existing Files 
 

 

The ‘chmod’ command can be used to change the permissions of a file on the system.  As the owner of a 
file it is possible to change the permissions such that the owner cannot even read the file! 

 

chmod 077 testfile2 

 

Now look at the directory listing for the file: 

 

ls -l testfile2 

 

Notice that the an indication is displayed at the bottom of the vi screen indicating that permission is 
denied.  To exit the vi session: 

 

----rwxrwx   1 common00  0   4 Nov 17 20:44 testfile2 

 

 

Part 4: Changing Ownership of a File 
 

In addition to file permissions, file’s also have an owner attribute.  This part of the module will take a 
look at how the user of a file can be changed and who has the ability to change file ownership. 

 

Keep in mind that the users avaialble are the user-profiles that exist on the IBM i system. 

 

Now, let’s try to change the ownership of one of the files to the new user: 

 

chown testuser testfiles 

 

Now perform a directory listing command to see the changed ownership: 

 

ls -l testfile2 

 

Notice that the an indication is displayed at the bottom of the vi screen indicating that permission is 
denied.  To exit the vi session: 

 

----rwxrwx   1 testuser  0   4 Nov 17 20:44 testfile2 
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Part 5: Working with inodes and Links 
 

This part of the module will introduce you to the inode and link attribute of the file system.  First, let’s 
create a new directory: 

 

mkdir test1 

 

And change our current working directory to the new directory: 

 

cd test1 

 

Create a file 

 

touch file1 

 

And add a symbolic link to the file: 

 

ln –s file1 file2 

 

Add a hardlink to the file: 

 

ln file1 file3 

 

Now, let’s look at the file listings and indoes: 

 

ls –li 

 

The ‘-i’ option causes the inodes for the files to be listed along with the standard file listing 
information.  Remember that the inode indicates the block on the disk where the file information is 
stored.  A listing similar to the following will be displayed 

 
543016 –rw-r—-r—- 2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file1 

543018 lrwxrwxrwx 1 common00 0    10 Nov 17 20:51 file2 -> file1 

543016 –rw-r—-r-- 2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file3 

 

There are several things to make note of in the above listing: 
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 The inode number for ‘file1’ and ‘file3’ are the same.  This indicates that both “files” refer to the 
same block on the disk.   

 The link count for file1 and file3 are 2.  This indicates that there are two (2) links to the same 
inode (in this case 260799).  The inode will remain on the system until the link count goes to 
zero (i.e., both file1 and file3 would need to be removed before the inode would be removed 
from the system). 

 The file ‘file2’ actually points to another file (i.e., file1) as indicated by the -> symbol.  This is 
the representation for a symbolic link.   

 The link count for file2 is different from that of the file (file1) that it points to.  This indicates 
that file2 is in-fact a separate file on the disk. 

 

Enter the following commands: 

 

chmod 774 file3 

ls –li 

 

The resulting file listing: 

 
543016 –rwxwxr—-  2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file1 

543018 lrwxrwxrwx 1 common00 0    10 Nov 17 20:51 file2 -> file1 

543016 –rwxrwxr-- 2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file3 

 

Notice that the listing for both file1 and file3 has been changed to reflect the new file-permissions.  This 
is because the chmod command (like all other file commands) works with the block indicated by the 
inode and since both file1 and file3 are infact the same inode the listing for both of them will the same. 

 

Enter the following command to copy file1 to file4: 

 

cp file1 file4 

 

And perform another ls –li command.   

 
543016 –rwxwxr—-  2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file1 

543018 lrwxrwxrwx 1 common00 0    10 Nov 17 20:51 file2 -> file1 

543016 –rwxrwxr-- 2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file3 

543041 -rwxr-xr-- 1 common00  0 0 Nov 17 20:56 file4 

 

Notice that file4 has a different inode then file1.  At this point file4 and file1 are different files and the 
actions (such as editing, chmod, chown, etc) will be distinct for each file. 

 

Enter the following command to rename file3 to file5 
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mv file3 file5 

 

And perform another ls –li command.: 

 

 
543016 –rwxwxr—-  2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file1 

543018 lrwxrwxrwx 1 common00 0    10 Nov 17 20:51 file2 -> file1 

543041 -rwxr-xr-- 1 common00  0 0 Nov 17 20:56 file4 

543016 –rwxrwxr-- 2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file5 

 

Notice that all that changed is the name of the file from ‘file3’ to ‘file5’.  The inode and link counts 
remained the same.  At this point the “names” file1 and file5 refer to the same block within the file 
system. 

 

Enter the following command to rename file2 to file6 

 

mv file2 file6 

 

And perform another ls –li command.   

 

 
543016 –rwxwxr—-  2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file1 

543041 -rwxr-xr-- 1 common00  0 0 Nov 17 20:56 file4 

543016 –rwxrwxr-- 2 common00 0  0 Nov 17 20:51 file5 

543018 lrwxrwxrwx 1 common00 0    10 Nov 17 20:51 file6 -> file1 

 

 

Like with the rename of the hard-link, renaming the symbolic link (file2) simply changed the name of 
the link.  The contents of the link (in this case the pointer to the file1) remains in place. 

 

Finally, let’s create a new directory and attempt to link the files to names in the new directory: 

 

mkdir test2 

ln * test2/ 

 

When the link command is executed a warning will be displayed: 

 
ln: cannot hard link directory test2 
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The warning is output since the ‘*’ wildcard includes the test2 directory which of course is the target of 
the command.   

 

Change directory to the test2 directory and perform another ls –li comamnd. 

 
543016 -rwxrwxr--    5 magic00  0                 0 Nov 17 20:51 file1 

543041 -rwxr-xr--    2 magic00  0                 0 Nov 17 20:56 file4 

543016 -rwxrwxr--    5 magic00  0                 0 Nov 17 20:51 file5 

543016 -rwxrwxr--    5 magic00  0                 0 Nov 17 20:51 file6 

 

Notice that the inodes for the files in test2 are the same as the inodes in test1 indicating that all of these 
files point to the same block in the filesystem as the files in test1. 
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Module2: Processes and Multi-Tasking 
This module will explore general concepts regarding processes and multi-tasking. 

 

Part 1: Job background and foreground 
This portion of the lab will walk you through some general concepts with regards to working with jobs 
from the PASE environment. 

 

The ‘yes’ command is a utility that outputs a string repeatedly until the command is terminated: 

 

Execute the following command: 

 

yes > /dev/null 

 

What does it do?  You should notice that your shell prompt does not return.  This is because the process 
is continously running outputing  the string “yes” to the special file /dev/null.  This command will run 
until it is terminated by the user. 

 

NOTE:  /dev/null is a device file that discards anything that is written to it. 

 

Now let’s place the job in the background.  This is done by pressing the <CTRL><Z> key sequence.  
You should notice that your shell prompt returns and that you are able to execute other commands.   

 

Execute the following command to get a list of processes currently running on the system: 

 

ps 

 

Without parameters the ‘ps’ command displays processes associated with the current job (which is the 
shell).  In this case the output should resemble the following: 

 

     PID    TTY  TIME CMD 

 1447169  pts/1  0:00 -bash 

 1448141  pts/1  0:00 yes 

 1448144  pts/1  0:00 ps 

 

Bring the job back to the foreground by entering the command: 
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fg 

 

This will re-display the command string and again your shell prompt will disappear.  You can again 
place the job in the background by pressing <CTRL><Z>.  To find out the process id number, enter the 
following command: 

 

ps | grep yes 

 

The above command will find all processes related to your shell that contain the string “yes”.  The 
output of the command will appear similar to the following: 

 

1448141 pts/1 0:02 yes 

 

To remove the job from the system, we will use the ‘kill’ command.  The second column of the ps 
output indicates the process-id number.  Issue the following command to cause the process to terminate: 

 

kill -9 1448141 

 

It is also possible to take a job and place it into the background for processing (This could be thought of 
as equivalent to batch processes in OS/400).  Let’s restart the ‘yes program: 

 

yes > /dev/null 

 

Press <CTRL><Z> to suspend the job. 

 

Now to place the job in the background issue the command: 

 

bg 

 

Notice that the command string is re-displayed followed by an ampersand ‘&’, and that the shell prompt 
is redisplayed.  Enter the command 

 

ps 

 

to display the process list.  Execute the command a couple of times and notice that the execution time 
increases indicating the process is running (as opposed to stoped)  

 

Enter the ps command to get the job number of the yes process and kill the process. 
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ps | grep yes 
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Module3: Slice and Dice 
 

This module will explore some of the commands that are available for working with standard input and 
for linking commands together to perform usefull tasks. 

 

Part 1: Finding the Largest File 
The ‘du’ (disk usage) command can be used to display the disk usage for files on the system.  The 
command will work recursively through the directory tree.  Enter the following commands to display 
disk usage for all files on the system: 

 

cd 

du 

 

Notice that there are indications that some files cannot be displayed due to permission problems.  
Redirection of standard error can be used to avoid these error messages: 

 

du 2>/dev/null 

 

Now what we really want to do is find the largest three files on the system, so let’s sort the output of the 
du command: 

 

du 2> /dev/null | sort 

 

That sorted the output, but unforunately it used a lexigraphical sort rather then a numeric sort.  When we 
look in the man page for sort we find that the ‘-n’ option will provide a numeric based sort: 

 

du 2> /dev/null | sort –n 

 

Closer, but we got all of the entires instead of just the top three entries.  We should be able to use the tail 
command to get just the last three entries: 

 

du 2> /dev/null | sort –n | tail -3 

 

Almost there, but it would have been helpful to have the resulting three files listed from highest to 
lowest: 
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du 2> /dev/null | sort –n | tail -3 | sort –nr 

 

NOTE:  The following command would also work: 

 

du 2> /dev/null | sort –nr | head -3 

 

Finally, we can make use of the alias command so that we don’t have to remember the whole command 
string: 

 

alias find3big=”du 2>/dev/null | sort –n | tail -3 | sort –nr” 

 

Now entering the command find3big will find the three largest files in the current directory. 


